Vestergaard Company’s Asian manufacturing facility provides the well known and unsurpassed Vestergaard quality at affordable prices, fast service as well as rapid deliveries. The facility manufactures both toilet and water service units.

Best value in the market today
Combining the know-how and innovation from Denmark and the advantageous cost base of producing in Thailand enables us to manufacture water and toilet service units which provide the best value for money on today’s market.

Cost effectiveness
Low maintenance costs and a long unit lifetime are the core values of Vestergaard’s products. The high quality and unsurpassed efficiency has proven to be extremely cost-effective.

The operational expenses are kept to a minimum by the high functionality and fast operation of the unit. One service unit can simply service more aircrafts.

Vacuum Toilet Service units
The evacuation system of the Vestergaard Vacuum Toilet Service units ensures less bad odour in the aircraft and better hygienic toilet conditions compared to using gravity evacuation systems.

The unique vacuum evacuation system enables fast and clean emptying of the aircraft toilet system. By effectively
keeping aircraft toilet and pipe system clean, the best possible preventive maintenance of the aircraft is ensured. Static vacuum effectively clears blockages, and extremely high air flow leaves the aircraft toilet tank clean. Using vacuum evacuation, only one flush is needed, thus avoiding undesired leakages and formation of blue ice at aircraft panels.

Maintenance
Waste and vacuum systems are virtually maintenance free. Tanks and vacuum systems are self-cleaning. Integrated flushing systems automatically cleans all relevant components/systems.

Potable Water Service units
The water service units enable the operator to service the aircraft in a highly efficient and hygienic manner.

Tanks, pipes and hoses are suitable for drinking water. The acid-resistant stainless steel tanks are constructed with rounded corners and have surface-treated welding seams for easy cleaning and disinfection.

With it’s swift working procedure, large tank capacity and standard chassis the unit saves costs for airports and handlers.

Safety
The unit complies with the strictest relevant industry standards of health and safety. Risk of collision between service truck and aircraft when positioning is minimized as operators basket can be adjusted horizontally.

**MAJOR ADVANTAGES**

- Reduced cost per operation and reduced aircraft maintenance
- Powerful vacuum evacuation system for ultimate efficiency and safety
- Unsurpassed unit life-time and low maintenance costs
- Reduced manpower consumption
- Hygienic operator’s environment
- Quick build-up of vacuum
- Fast and clean operation